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1. SEAT HEIGHT
The control is fitted on the 
right-hand side. Raise the seat 
by standing up and pulling the 
lever upwards. To lower the seat, 
sit down and once again pull the 
lever upwards. Your body weight 
then lowers the seat. We usually 
recommend a knee joint angle of 
at least 90° when your feet are 
placed flat on the floor. 

DO STAND UP  
WHEN READING THIS 

Are you one of those people who never read user 
instructions? Then you are in good company. 
Nevertheless, we suggest you take ten minutes to have 
a look through this. Why? Because our task chairs are 
fitted with a number of functions that are actually good 
for you and your physical health. But this is only the case 
if you know how to adjust the chairs and actually do so. 
So make an exception and read the user instructions 
before you sit down in your new task chair. It is but a 
small sacrifice, which you have much to gain from.  
And we promise to be as brief as possible!

4. ARMREST
The control is fitted on the 
armrest. Adjust to a height that 
suits you by pressing the buttons 
and raising and lowering the 
armrests. The best angle for your 
arms and shoulders is about 90°.
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6. TILTING RESISTANCE
The control is fitted at the very 
front on the right-hand side of 
the seat. When the chair tilt is 
released, the tilting resistance 
can be adjusted by turning 
the handle. 

5. LOCKING CHAIR TILT
The control is fitted at the very front 
on the left-hand side of the seat. 
The chair tilt is locked by turning 
the control backwards or clockwise 
and unlocked by turning it forwards 
or counter clockwise. NB – the tilt 
mechanism moves with micro-
movements even when it is locked.

2. SEAT DEPTH
The control is fitted on the left-
hand side. Sit on the chair and 
place your feet on the floor. Pull 
the lever upwards and slide your 
buttocks forward or backward until 
you find the seat depth that suits 
you. A distance of 20 to 30 mm 
between the back of the knee and 
the seat is usually sufficient. 

3. LUMBAR SUPPORT
The control is fitted at the rear of 
the backrest. Raise and lower the 
lumbar support using the handle 
fitted to it, until you find the most 
comfortable height for your lower 
back. Use both hands to ensure 
the support is level. 

YOUR BODY. OUR CONCERN.
YOU ONLY HAVE ONE BODY. 

AND WE CARE ABOUT IT. 

Faulty gas springs should be 
replaced by a professional. 

Castors suitable for hard flooring. 

Castors suitable for soft flooring. 

Feet suitable for both hard and 
soft flooring. 

Care recommendations are 
available at www.kinnarps.com/
care-recommendations

FULFILLED TECHNICAL STANDARDS
EN 1335-1 Dimensions

EN 1335-2 Safety requirements
EN 1335-3 Safety test methods, tested against 110 kg personnel weight
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